Improve on-time shipment rates. Enhance communication with suppliers. Protect your profits.

Your suppliers are critical to the success of your business but that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t hold them accountable. Inefficient receiving, inventory stockouts, lost sales, process delays, and jacked up shipping costs can all happen when they fail to live up to their end of the bargain. Luckily for you, Syncrofy can help.

Syncrofy by CoEnterprise provides a platform to help ensure your suppliers send you accurate and complete ASNs by empowering them with human-readable versions of ASNs and errors—including reporting and dashboards to identify patterns and problems. With Syncrofy you can collaborate with suppliers and optimize your receiving operations so your business doesn’t miss a beat. Here’s how:

**Syncrofy delivers ASN error dashboards right out of the box.**

**Self-Service to Empower Your Suppliers**

Syncrofy puts the power in your supplier’s hands by notifying them of ASN errors and giving them the opportunity to correct those errors before shipments arrive. It also delivers self-service analytics so they can report on ASN errors and resolve problems proactively at their root.

**Issue Consolidation For Easy Fine Distribution**

With Syncrofy, you don’t have to spend valuable time building error lists and manually charging fines to your suppliers. Syncrofy can transmit those lists and late ASNs to a third party billing system to charge fines to your suppliers for you.

**Error Correlation For Deeper Insights**

Syncrofy’s intuitive functionality correlates errors from functional acknowledgements (997s) and application advices (824s) onto the ASNs themselves—allowing you to perform analyses, build reports, and streamline billing fines on those errors.

**ASN Flagging to Stay Ahead of the Game**

Need your ASNs a certain amount of time before the shipment? Syncrofy highlights late ASNs relative to other dates associated with that specific order or shipment—so there’s no gray area. Whether the date you need the ASN comes from your purchase order or your warehouse management system, Syncrofy can cross-reference it and flag the ASN as “late.”
How Syncrofy Can Help You Take Action!

- **Keep Tabs on Suppliers.** Syncrofy enables you to charge suppliers for ASNs which are late, have invalid EDI, or are missing required data.

- **Develop a Single Source of Truth.** Boost collaboration with suppliers by using a uniform source of data to improve the quality and accuracy of the data in the suppliers’ ASNs.

- **Upgrade Your Receiving.** Improve your receiving operations by having reliable, accurate data at your fingertips on what suppliers are shipping and when.

Learn more about Syncrofy...

Designed with non-technical users in mind, Syncrofy provides full supply chain visibility and actionable insights from day one—no need to configure, map, or develop a specialized data warehouse. It calculates fill rate and lead time for both orders and shipments and reconciles invoices against POs, shipment documentation, and receipts to identify quantity and price discrepancies.

What else can Syncrofy do?

To learn how Syncrofy can help you take back control over your supply chain, visit [www.coenterprise.com/solutions/syncrofy_supply_chain/](http://www.coenterprise.com/solutions/syncrofy_supply_chain/)
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**Created by CoEnterprise**

CoEnterprise is a transformative, problem-solving enterprise software and services company. Founded in 2010, we are recognized as a leader in the supply chain and business analytics space, delivering innovative solutions and services that empower people with the resources to analyze their data to make faster, smarter decisions.